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Sustainability is more than a buzzword: 
it brings value to your business
Accenture’s Asset Management approach combined with HPE Financial Services can unlock 
sustainability for your business.

Accenture’s expertise with the Circular Economy coupled with HPE’s hardware expertise and 
financial services can increase innovation,  create and improve sustainability metrics, and drive 
revenue from dispositioned assets.

Our Offering: Out with the old, in with the new

Traditional asset management involves 
purchasing, using, then disposing of assets 

Adapting to a more sustainable business model 
comes with tangible value  : refurbish, recover 
and resell assets to utilize their full lifespans

The Old – Linear Economy The New – Circular Economy

Take Make Waste Reuse

Take

REFURBISH

Devices with useful 
components are repurposed 
into new devices

Another Man’s Trash

RECOVER

Most enterprise hardware 
contains valuable materials 
not being recovered.

Unleashing Hidden Value

RESELL

Servers replaced every three 
to five years, on average. 

Short Lived Performance 

Recover

Make

Asset Management as a Service
An AHBG solution

Sustainability
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The Benefits:
Value at your fingertips

Comprehensive
Reporting to Investors

Reduction in 
procurement costs

Global consistency in 
your IT Asset approach

Accountability 
and Security

Visibility into 
Sustainability Practices

Taking a sustainable approach to 
Asset Management can benefit 
both your enterprise and the Earth.

Case Study: Accenture Device Asset Management – HPE Manages It Assets From Start To Finish
Objective: Accenture was streamlining its global asset disposition supply chain to 
track the full lifecycle of assets, decrease global security risk, increase efficiency 
and add reporting capabilities.

Approach: HPE FS helped Accenture advance its circular economy business 
objectives by extending the life of its IT assets, then securely tracking and 
disposing of assets, and quantifying the environmental savings derived.

Solution: HPE Asset Upcycling Services alongside HPE Circular Economy Report

“Rather than just sending our products to a recycling 
facility, utilizing HPE Asset Upcycling Services enables us to 
extend the life of our assets. This is critical for meeting 
sustainability goals and reaffirms our commitment to be 
good global citizens.” 

– Renee Cordova Lottes, CIO Platform Management, Strategic 
Initiatives Lead, Accenture

Qualifications

Accenture 

Accenture has an industry leading Sustainability 
practice. We are proud of our track record in 
sustainability strategy with over 500 projects and 200 
clients over the last decade for the biggest names in 
every industry you can imagine.

• IT Asset Recovery on 
a Global Scale

• Market Leading
• Thought Leadership

4M+
Assets processed

89%
Remarketed

11%
Recycled

HPE
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